
Some people think employers should not care about the way their employees 
dress, but the quality at work. 
To what extent you agree or disagree? 
 
 
It is often claimed that employers should only emphasize the only the performance of employees in 
the workplace but not their dressingsattire/clothing/appearance. In From my perspective, I disagree 
entirely with the given statement.  
 
The most important and obvious reason for my objection is that the employees’ clothing impacts the 
interests of their employers as heavily as their working quality of work does.  The appearance of a 
staff explicitly indicates and demonstrates the spirits and vibes atmosphere of an organization, which 
largely determines others’ the first impression about itfrom the outside world., can be explicitly 
indicated and demonstrated by the dressings of its staff.  For instance, if employees are dress formally 
as is the case at most law firms and business environments customers will likely consider the the 
organization as professional and serious, if its staff all dresses formally.  Without a positive impression, 
even though the organization has may produce work of outstanding working quality, its potential 
customers may not choose it their products  and its counterpartsother organizations may refuse to 
cooperate with itthem, which will negatively aeffect the sales, revenue and , thus, the profit margins  
of the organizationcorporate entity.  
 
Another reason to strongly advocate dressing regulationsdress codes is the safety of employees.  
There is almost unanimous consensus regarding the necessity of some particular/certain compulsory 
dressing codesguidelines for factory workers in ensuring the their safety, and that has led to 
hegemony homogenous and beneficial standards of practice across various industries. These 
extensive agreements is are also reinforced  by recent research showing that wearing helmets, gloves 
and uniforms can effectively reduce the incidences of accidents in manufacturing factories to  a great 
extent. It is undeniable that the benefits gained from high working quality will would not be sufficient 
to compensate the accidents caused by employers’ lack of attention on employees’ clothingto detail 
regarding proper attire in certain hazardous positions. 
 
In conclusion, considering the crucial effects of employees’ dressing appearance on their safety, the 
business images, and, ultimately, the interests of their employers,  it is not advisable to focus on 
merely their work and ignore the way they dress. There must be some balance but a professional 
appearance is crucial. 
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